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NGPaaS-H2020-ICT-2016-2 
VIM Adaptation Layer for CORD 
CORD 4.0 building blocks (XOS, OpenStack and ONOS) are tightly integrated and cannot be easily replaced or 
extended with alternative elements such as Kubernetes instead of OpenStack or OpenDaylight instead of 
ONOS. This penalizes CORD flexibility and therefore its adoption. 
Objectives 
1.Identify the interactions between XOS and 
OpenStack/ONOS by analyzing the internals 
of CORD 4.0. 
2.Based on the identified interactions, define 
a generic interface that allows CORD to 
support multiple Virtual Infrastructure 
Managers, such as OpenStack, Kubernetes 
or Open Nebula. 
VIM and SDNC Adaptation Layers 
Future work Project Info 
• Adapt this work to CORD 6.0 
• Implement the proposed adaptation layers 
Timeline 1.6.2017 – 31.05.2019 
Website http://ngpaas.eu 
Twitter http://twitter.com/NGPaaS_5GPPP 
Youtube https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqlGeERucS
ED252rfUj8W6A 
Contact Ferran Cañellas: fccr@fotonik.dtu.dk 
Jose Soler          : joss@fotonik.dtu.dk 
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Problem Statement 
• Given the OpenStack and ONOS synchronizers, 
each step is grouped into a set of generic 
functions, that is, they are related to XOS models 
(create a Slice, get an Instance, delete a Port…) 
and take generic parameters. 
• This set of generic functions conforms the 
VIM/SDNC layer interface. 
• Instead, the synchronizer steps call the adaptation 
layer functions, which will run specific code 
depending on the underlying VIM/SDNC. 
• Some XOS models should be updated to be 
generic enough. 
VIM Layer Interface examples 
create_slice(slice,controller) 
add_user_role(role, user, controller, 
site=None, slice=None) 
get_networks(controller, network_id=None, 
network_name=None) 
delete_site(controller, site_id=None, 
site_name=None) 
SDNC Layer Interface examples 
deploy_sdnc(sdnc_service) 
add_configuration(sdnc_service, sdnc_app) 
install_app(sdnc_service, sdnc_app) 
activate_app(sdnc_service, sdnc_app) 
